The perceptual effects of child-adult differences in fricative-vowel coarticulation.
Earlier work [Nittrouer et al., J. Speech Hear. Res. 32, 120-132 (1989)] demonstrated greater evidence of coarticulation in the fricative-vowel syllables of children than in those of adults when measured by anticipatory vowel effects on the resonant frequency of the fricative back cavity. In the present study, three experiments showed that this increased coarticulation led to improved vowel recognition from the fricative noise alone: Vowel identification by adult listeners was better overall for children's productions and was successful earlier in the fricative noise. This enhanced vowel recognition for children's samples was obtained in spite of the fact that children's and adults' samples were randomized together, therefore indicating that listeners were able to normalize the vowel information within a fricative noise where there often was acoustic evidence of only one formant associated primarily with the vowel. Correct vowel judgments were found to be largely independent of fricative identification. However, when another coarticulatory effect, the lowering of the main spectral prominence of the fricative noise for /u/ versus /i/, was taken into account, vowel judgments were found to interact with fricative identification. The results show that listeners are sensitive to the greater coarticulation in children's fricative-vowel syllables, and that, in some circumstances, they do not need to make a correct identification of the most prominently specified phone in order to make a correct identification of a coarticulated one.